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Objetive
ü To beneﬁt incarnates and discarnates in need of help
ü Some technological features are common in the mediumship
meetings and others are only occasionally installed in speciﬁc
meetings
magnetic device for mediumistic contact
Oxygen condensing device

beds

Ectoplasmic condenser
Psychoscope
Voice ampliﬁer

Pavilion or
welfare oﬃce

Device for communication with the incarnates
devices for sending and receiving messages

stretchers
medicines
Medical supplies

Oxygen condensing device
Active oxygen or ionizing
With an aim of removing impurities from
the air and destroy harmful microorganisms
“A few moments later a number of workers from our sphere
arrived, bringing small apparatuses, which, due to the rays they
were emitting in all directions, looked to me like small instruments
of great electrical potency .” Alexander explained: “these friends
are in charge of performing the condensation of oxygen throughout
the house. The environment for the materialization of an entity
from the plane invisible to human eyes calls for a high level of
ozone: moreover, such an operation is crucial in order to
exterminate all larvae and microscopic residue of low order activity.
The relative ‘ozonization’ of the inner area is necessary as a
bactericidal procedure.”
XAVIER, F.C. Missionaries of the Light. Chap. 10, by the Spirit André Luiz.

Psychoscope

ü It is a delicate apparatus designed
to probe the soul and deﬁne its
vibrations at the same time that it
studies physical matter.
ü It runs with electricity and
magnetism, utilizing radiant
elements analogous to gamma
rays.
ü It uses features similar to X-rays

Ectoplasmic condenser
ü Thins gauze screen
(around 1m2)
ü Project images
from the mind of workers
from both sides of life
ü It captures radiant emanations, physical, psychological and
perispiritual and reproduces them in images, related to past
events of life of the Spirit with whom the dialoguer talks.
ü It allows the analysis of the dialoguer, who receives the
images on their intuitive ﬁeld, aided by the magnetic
energies of the spiritual plane.

Magnetic device for mediumistic contact
ü Small device installed by spiritual benefactors in mediums
with a spirit of sacriﬁce and love of neighbor, which keeps
them in tune with each other.
ü Kind of a funnel of light.
ü Ultrasensitive magnetic device
with which the medium live in
constant contact with the
responsible for the spiritual work
he or she accomplishes

Voice Ampliﬁer
ü Tiny device that allows the voice and speech of incarnates
and discarnates may be heard in the distance on the spiritual
plane
ü The book Workers of the eternal life narrates the use of this
instrument in a region of great suﬀering, during the
assistance to Suﬀering spirits

Device for communication with the incarnates
ü This equipment is composed of "... a large crystal globe of
approximately two meters high, enveloped in the bottom,
by the long series of wires that connect to a small device,
which is identical to our speakers" describes André Luiz in
Nosso Lar
ü The main purpose is the
communication with
incarnates, not always located
in the mediumship meeting, to
meet speciﬁc purposes
ü It consists of insulating
material of mental energies.

Devices for sending and receiving messages
ü Technological resource used in the
spiritual world when it wants to
establish emergency communication
ü Quoted in the book Sex and Destiny
ü The device had been used in an emergency situation during
the care of an incarnate that was under an obsessive process.
I had not been able to listen to the minutiae of the obscure plan that was forming.
Claudio’s thoughts (incarnate in process of assistance) and the vampire twined
themselves in strange imprecise purposes. I dispatched fast communication to
brother Felix, stressing the need for our meeting, gathering the answer that did
not please me. He would come by the evening, not earlier, in view of the
overriding obligations he had. XAVIER, F.C.
Sex and Destiny. André Luiz.

